This works goal is the definition of a set of criteria to be used as a reference for evaluation and comparison of existing distributed object technologies. In particular the defined criteria are applied to the evaluation of: CORBA, DCOM and RMI but they can also be applied to other distributed object technologies or to compare implementations of a particular one. The results of the our evaluation are discussed and presented.
and the same vendor. In 1998 the OMG adopted the CORBA 2.2 specification and the CORBA 2.3 spec is now under development. The ORB is the middleware that establishes the client / server relationships between objects independently of the platform and specific techniques. A client object can transparently invoke a method on a server object, which can be on the same machine or across a network. The ORB intercepts the call and is responsible for locating an object that can implement the request, pass the parameters, invoke the corresponding method and return the results. For the client, the object location, the programming language, operating system or any aspect not part of the object's interface is transparent. • Interface Repository (IR). Allows to obtain and modify the descriptions of all registered component interfaces, the methods they support, and the parameters they require.
• Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII). The dynamic invocation API allows to generate and invoke object requests at run time.
• Client IDL Stubs. Provide the static interfaces to the services of a remote server object.
• ORB Interface. Consists of a few APIs to local services that may be of interest to an application.
b) On the server side:
• Static Skeletons. Provide static interfaces to each service exported by the server.
• Dynamic Skel Invocation (DSI). Provides a run-time binding mechanism for servers that need to handle incoming method calls for components that do not have IDL-based compiled skeletons.
• Object Adapter (OA). Accepts requests for service on behalf of the server's objects.
It provides the run-time environment for instantiating server objects, passing requests to them, and assigning object IDs.
• Implementation Repository. Provides a run-time repository of information about the classes a server supports, the objects that are instantiated and their IDs.
• ORB Interface. Consists of a few APIs to local services that are identical to those provided on the client side.
Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)
DCOM is a communication protocol for software components on a network [DCOM96] . It is the distributed version of the Component Object Model (COM), a Microsoft binary standard describing the binary format of executable files and defining object interaction [Grime97] . 
Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
RMI defines and supports a distributed object model for the Java language hiding the ORB from the programmer and providing an API for the development of distributed applications. SunSoft developed the API for applications using RMI and it comes with the Java Development Kit (JDK). RMI allows the creation of remote objects using Java interfaces. A remote object in Java is an object whose methods are invoked from an other Java Virtual Machine (JVM). It was designed for Java / Java applications, i.e. Java is used for implementing objects on the client and on the server [RMI97a] , [RMI98] , [Sun 98]. Three abstraction levels define the RMI architecture (Figure 4 ): the stub/skeleton, the remote reference and the transport level. Stub/skeleton has two components: the stub (on the client side) and the skeleton (on the server's side). The stub and the skeleton are automatically generated from the server class using the compiler rmic. The stub organizes and serializes the object's parameters providing the client with an interface and a behavior that are consistent with the remote object. The skeleton communicates directly with the object implementation and the remote reference level of the server. The remote reference level determines the invocation protocol, which is independent of the stubs and skeletons. Every remote object uses an invocation protocol as: point to point, duplicate object groups, a specific duplication and reconnection strategy. For example, the remote reference level determines when the server is a simple or duplicate object and in the later case communication with the different copies is required. The transport level is responsible of sending data between a client and a server, obtaining the correct address of an object when it is invoked, administer and monitor the connection between client and server. If a connection is interrupted or if some error occurs when transferring data he notifies the remote reference level using exceptions. (e) Garbage Collector. In a distributed system, a garbage collector on the server must be able to eliminate automatically remote objects that are not referenced by clients. This criterion identifies if the technology uses a garbage collector and its properties. (f) Parameter transmission. The parameter transmission mechanism used by a technology is described. Particularly these can be: (f.1) By value. An object can be transmitted by value. In this case a copy of the transmitted object will be on the server. (f.2) By reference. An object can be transmitted by reference. In this case a reference to the object on the server is transmitted. CORBA is a standard specification that can be implemented in any programming language. DCOM supports the most known languages: C, C++, Delphi, Visual Basic and Java (J++), but other languages can also be used with DCOM with calls to the binary standard COM. RMI only allows applications where client and server are implemented in Java, but through the API Java Native Interface (JNI) native methods written in C or C++ can be invoked. If a RMI client wants to communicate with a remote object implemented in C or C++, it is necessary to define an object adapter between them ( Figure 5 ). OMG´s and Microsoft's (MIDL) IDLs are incompatible and based on different object models. In CORBA/Orbix all interfaces are specified using the IDL. In DCOM the IDL is not strictly necessary since a standard for binary interface is provided. DCOM offers also an Object Description Language (ODL), a subset of the IDL, that generates metadata for the interface that an object supports while the IDL generates stubs. In RMI the functionality of the IDL is provided through the interfaces of Java.
(C.1) Interface construction mechanism For defining new interfaces the IDL of CORBA/Orbix and RMI/Java [Van97] provide simple and multiple inheritance; since DCOM does not provide in its IDL an inheritance mechanism [Chau97] to define an interface in terms of other interfaces, aggregation and interface packaging is used [Orfali95] .
(C.2) Relationship between interface and implementation class
In CORBA/Orbix a one-to-one relationship exists between an interface definition and its implementation, while in DCOM and RMI a class can be implemented from more than one interface definition. (D) Protocols CORBA/Orbix uses the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) for communication assuring thereby interoperability between ORBs. DCOM uses the DCE RPC standard under TCP/IP for communicating COM objects on remote machines. Initially RMI/Java only used the Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) under TCP/IP to communicate remote objects. RMI/Java also uses the IIOP [Sun98] for interoperability between a CORBA implementation and RMI/Java. (E) Garbage Collector CORBA/Orbix does not provide a garbage collector.DCOM provides a garbage collector [DCOM96] that uses a reference counter for objects referenced by one or more clients. RMI Java automatically provides the garbage collector. (F) Parameter transmission (F.1) By value CORBA/Orbix does not provide by value parameter transmission. A proposal for adopting by value transmission is included in the CORBA 2.3 specification [OMG98] , [OMG96] . DCOM allows passing objects by value [Ray97] and in RMI local objects are transmitted by value. When a local object is transmitted to a virtual machine, a new object is created in it and by defect, only non static attributes of the transmitted object are copied [RMI97a] . (F.2) By reference CORBA/Orbix and DCOM provide by reference transmission. In RMI a reference to the corresponding stub is passed when a remote object is transmitted [RMI97a] . In this case the client interacts with a local object, the stub, that represents the remote object. The OMG also provides source code generation for various languages using IDL files or directly from an interface repository. DCOM provides mappings for C++ and Java in its IDL. But it is possible to build applications without using the IDL, using COM´s binary standard, which describes executable files format independently of the programming language used. RMI is designed for building applications only in Java but the JNI (Java Native Interface) mechanism allows calls to native code written in other languages. For each method activation by a client the response time was calculated using the parameters described in Table 1 . The methods are services from the server. Response time for a method activation without parameters was less for DCOM then for CORBA/Orbix or RMI. RMI activations were better than OrbixWeb on all platforms and OrbixWeb had the worst response times. Response times for remote activations on Solaris-Solaris were better then on Windows-Windows. These results are shown in Figure 6 . OrbixWeb and DCOM response times for by reference parameter transmission is worse than by result because Java has no by reference transmission of local objects and the OrbixWeb and DCOM implementations simulate it. 
Conclusions and Future Work
The defined criteria are general and can be used for evaluation and comparison of other distributed object technologies. They also may be applied to compare different implementations of a particular technology, for example CORBA. It is not an exhaustive list and it is possible to extend them, incorporate dynamic and performance criteria and / or classify them.This is part of our ongoing research. It can be suggested that for the development of distributed applications with reuse of components written in different languages, CORBA is nowadays the first choice. For new applications RMI is well suited and DCOM is basically oriented to Windows NT platforms. 
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